• For boost (β ) larger than some critical value, the acollinearity is larger than the angular range of the detector ▫ Irrecoverable events
• In the peak region (>80% of the nominal CM energy), the fraction of irrecoverable events is small ( ≤1.5 permille) and can be reduced further by event selection (acoplanarity requirement).
Luminosity measurement
Restriction on acoplanarity reduces the fraction of irrecoverable events (suppresses events with off-axis radiation) from ~1.5 permille to ~0.4 permille at ILC
I. Bozovic-Jelisavcic et al., JINST 8 (2013) P08012
• Some electrons escape at low angles → either losing or faking signal • Tagging Tagging probability has the same E dependence in all approaches 
High-energy electron identification

